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Application Tape

Like It,
It,
Gotta Have It!

Perfect for small format
Retail Graphics & Craft Applications.

Easily works with Gloss finish plotter films like ORACAL® 651™ or 951...and more!
Protective release liner with printed grid pattern –
minimize static and allows for precise trimming with less waste.
Easily pick up and transfer graphics of all types –
from bold, large graphics to teeny-tiny graphics
with ornate and delicate details!
“Stay put” liner adhesion allows for prepared graphics to lay flat - no dog earing
Graphics look like they were “just prepared” even when shipping cross country!
Ultra-clear opacity allows for precise placement of graphics every time!
Multi-color projects are a synch to install and align!
Available in individual sheets or rolls from
several Authorized® ORAFOL Distributors and Resellers.

How ?!
Tacky

ORATAPE® MT80P

For more information please visit www.orafol.com or email graphics-americas@orafol.com.
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HT55

Application Tape

ORAFOL’s most popular application tape designed to
perform with all ORACAL® Matte & Gloss finish plotter films.
Easily works with both
Matte & Gloss finish plotter films

Works well on hard-to-stick Matte
finish plotter films like ORACAL® 631

Available in smaller 12” x 10 yd.
roll lengths from several Authorized®
ORAFOL Distributors and Resellers

Easily and Precisely place graphics to
curved surfaces like cups and tumblers.

How ?!
Tacky

ORATAPE® HT55

Can’t Decide?
TACK-LEVEL

ORATAPE® MT80P
Medium Tack

ORATAPE® HT55
High Tack

OPACITY

Highly-Transparent

Semi-Transparent

CONFORMABILITY

Conformable

Flat & Simple Curves

FILM COLOR

Clear - PVC

White - Paper

PROTECTIVE RELEASE LINER

Printed Grid Pattern

N/A

Make the switch today, and achieve maximum compatibility with application tapes
designed to work specifically with your favorite ORACAL® or ORAMASK® plotter films!
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